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Noise Protection
Mino CENS
Mino CENS® are level dependent electronic ear plugs that provide an impressive 31dB SNR with the ability to enable the wearer to hear
sounds around them. The state-of-the-art digital amplifier ensures that each user is never subjected to over attenuation and is as effective
in a quieter environment as it is in the very noisiest environment.
Like full CENS® ProFlex, Mino CENS® still allow for clear communication as well as featuring 3 user-selectable levels of amplification for
enhanced ambient awareness. They also feature stylish transparent red and blue shells, indicating the left and right device, each of which
is fitted with a replaceable wax guard and an extraction cord for easy removal from the ear.
Mino CENS® are supplied with 5 different sized high
quality foam ear tips, providing an effective and comfortable
wearing experience. Mino CENS® tips are colour coded
by size, so simply find the tip size that best fits, then reorder
only the colour required.
Available in three models - Mino CENS® & Mino CENS®
Noir (for shooting) & Mino CENS® Industrial. Quantity
breaks available. Contact us for details.
Mino CENS® maintenance kit also available which
contains 2 of each 10.5mm (L), 10.5mm (S), 12mm (L),
and 14mm (S) foam tips, brush tool with magnet, 2 micro
Pureguard tools, 1 left & 1 right, Pureguard wax guard.
Key Features
• User Adjustable Volume Booster
• Digital Circuitry
• SNR 31dB
• Certified To EN352-2:2002 & EN352-7:2002
• Effectively Suppresses Dangerous Noise Levels
• 3 User-Selectable Amplification Levels
• Hear Conversation As Normal
• Unobtrusive, Comfortable Universal Fitting
• Colour Coded Earpieces (Red For Right, Blue For Left)

Mino Cord

Mino CENS® Noir Edition
MN-CENS-001-EN Mino CENS - English
MN-CENS-001-DE Mino CENS - German
MN-CENS-001-SP Mino CENS - Spanish
MN-CENS-001-IT Mino CENS - Italian
MN-CENS-002-EN Mino CENS Industrial - English
MN-CENS-002-DE Mino CENS Industrial - German
MN-CENS-002-SP Mino CENS Industrial - Spanish
MN-CENS-002-IT Mino CENS Industrial - Italian
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MN-CENS-004-EN Mino CENS Noir Edition
ACC148G
Mino Cord
ACC102M-BLACK Foam Tips - 12mm (S)
ACC102M-BLUE
Foam Tips - 10.5mm (L)
ACC102M-GREEN Foam Tips - 10.5mm (S)
ACC102M-ORANGE Foam Tips - 14mm (S)
ACC102M-RED
Foam Tips - 12mm (L)
ACC443
Mino CENS Maintenance Kit
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Noise Protection
ER-20 Music Earplugs

CENS ProFlex Universal Tip Kit

ER-20s provide a inexpensive and effective solution to noise
protection. Made from soft silicone, these generic noise
suppressors fit any ear and provide an attenuation of 20dB,
while still allowing the natural sound of the environment to be
heard. Standard unfiltered noise plugs generally reduce high
frequencies more than others, making voices and music sound
unclear. Because ER-20s are a flat response earplug, they closely
match the ear’s natural frequency response, minimising the loss
of high frequencies when performing.
Ideal for clubs, concerts and noisy working environments, ER20s are supplied with a key chain case for easy storage, and if
maintained regularly can last for many years.
ER-20s are available in two sizes, standard and baby blue, which
are ideal for small ear canal and children.

Introducing the universal solution for wearing CENS® ProFlex
prior to using custom-made earpieces.
These new eartips perfectly fit CENS® ProFlex Electronic or
Passive Modules (not supplied),
allowing the user to experience the comprehensive noise
protection of CENS® without the need for a custom-made
earpiece.
The soft silicone domed eartips are supplied in two sizes, allowing
the completed earpiece to fit comfortably into the ear, without
falling out during use. Once the user has got used to CENS®
ProFlex digital, the electronic modules can be fitted into custommade earpieces for the complete CENS® ProFlex experience.
Supplied with 2 x flexible generic tips (L & R), 2 x large domed
silicone eartips, 2 x small domed silicone eartips, 2 x alcohol
wipes, fitting tool and zip case with foam insert.

CENS-UT-KIT Universal Tip Kit
ACC404-1
Replacement Alcohol Wipe

ER20S
Large Clear
ER20SMC Small Blue

Noise Braker Filter
For fitting into custom-moulded earpieces for hearing protection.
Allows for ambient sound to enter the user’s ear, while helping to
reduce harmful noise to safe levels. Sold individually.

F5

Noise Braker® Filter
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Noise Protection
EarPlanes

Sound Level Meter

Proven and used by
millions of air travellers
worldwide. Relieves
ear discomfort,
clogging and popping
with the exclusive
CeramX filter that
regulates air pressure
naturally. Supplied in
pairs.

Features a range
from 35 to 130dB,
as well as maximum
hold function, A & C
frequency weightings,
fast & slow dynamic
characteristic models,
AC and DC signal
output and back-screw
for tripod fixture.

ACC372
ACC373

SLM1

Adult Size
Child Size

3M Foam Ear Plugs

Sound Level Meter

Peltor Optime III Ear Defenders

Soft, uncorded disposable earplugs. Hypo-allergenic slow
recovery foam with a tapered surface. Box of 200 pairs.

Peltor™ Optime III ear defenders have been developed for use in
extremely high noise environments, particularly those dominated
by low frequency sounds. The product is based on a technology
featuring double cup design to help minimise resonance effect,
resulting in excellent high frequency attenuation. In addition, a
combination of specially designed spacer and cup helps to
provide excellent protection against low frequency sounds.

ACC377

BIL219B

3M Foam Ear Plugs
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Ear Defenders
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